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This research is discussedabout possessive pronouns in Tetun Terik 
Language. By doing this research, the researcher intended to know what the 
possessive pronouns are found in Tetun Terik Language. This research was 
focused on the possessive pronouns and method used was descriptive method. 
This research was taken from observation, interview and documentation and 
there were five informants as data resources. Materials collected are the 
possessive pronouns used in daily communication in Tetun Terik language and 
they were collected from the language use in their daily life.The result of this 
research shows that the sentences of possessive pronouns in Tetun Terik 
Language are not the same as those of English but they have pronouns like: 
“Hau,„I‟ O „You‟,Ita „We‟, Nia„She/He/It‟, Sia „They‟ and they also have the 
possessive pronouns such “Haukan „Mine‟, Okaan„Yours‟ Amikaan/Itakaan 
„Ours‟Niakaan „His/Hers/Its‟, Siakaan „Theirs,”.  
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Language  holds  an  important  role  in  our  life. People  cannot  to  
interact  to one  another without  language.It gives support in every aspect 
of human life, such as the development of education, science and 
thecnology. 
Alexander (1984 : 45) states that learning language means learning 
how to use it in daily life. Learning a language is not only the mastery of a 
set of rules but building up a large vocabulary. This, enable people to use 
it in dayly communication. Peaple who learn a language will not 
meassured how much he or she knows the language but how well she or he 
can perform it in public situation. 
 There are many languages found in Indonesia. Those languages 
are spoken or use in all Provinces of Indonesia. East Nusa Tenggara 
Province is one of the province in Indonesia that has many languages . 
According to Grimes (2000:11) there are 60 native languages in East Nusa 
Tenggara Provinces: one of them is Tetun Terik Language. 
Realizing that Tetun Terik language as local language and if we 
want to master a new language. We have to study the components of the 
language and remember that is a languageof unity which is spoken by 
tetun ethnic group. This group of people is tetun native speaker who live in 





Regency.  There are four dialects in Tetun language namely Tetun los 
dialect , Tetun Terik Dialects and tetun terok dilects and Tetun Dili 
Dialect. 
The people in Belu used TetunTerik Language in their daily life 
such as: meeting in the village and in traditional ceremonies. The uniqness 
of Tetun Terik Language is free to use in personal pronoun and possessive 
pronoun. Personal pronoun in Tetun Terik Language such as (Hau “I”,O 
“You”, Ita “We”, Sia“They”Nia show for She or He. Nia also has a 
meaning in verb like Have. In Tetun Terik Language has Possessive 
Pronoun Such as something belong to someone as an pronoun like 
(Haukan or Hau Nian (Mine), Okan or O Nian (Yours)”, Siakan or 
SiaNian Theirs), Niakan (His or Her), Itakan or Ita Nian, (Ours). In Tetun 
Terik Language have the same subject use in personal pronoun and  
possessive pronoun. When it will change to possessive pronoun we can 
add Nia or Kan in the subject of pronoun. For example in possessive 
sentence is (Hau nia buku or Haukan buku). 
In addition to  this language, it is important to know  dialect is 
aform of language that is  spoken in area with grammar, words, and 
Pronounciation that may be different from other or the same language. 
(Hornby, 2003:346). 
The researcher interested to conduct a research about Tetun Terik 
Language Because from the experiences, there are many problems being 
face by millennial generation. One of the problems is where they are still 





By that reason, the researcher intends to conduct a reseach under 
the tittle “POSSESSIVE PRONOUNS IN TETUN TERIK 
LANGUAGE”. 
 
B. Research Problems 
The main problems of this writing are: 
1) What are the kinds of possessive pronoun found in Tetun Terik 
language? 
2) How are the possessive pronoun used in sentences of Tetun Terik 
language? 
 
C. Aims and Benefit 
1. The aims of this writing are: 
a. To identify the kinds of possessive pronouns in sentence in 
TetunTerik Language. 
b. To know how to use the possessive pronouns in sentence. 
2. The benefits of this writing are : 
a. Theoretical Benefits 
1. The researcher motivates the reader to read and speak 
local language in daily interaction especially in Tetun 
Language. 
2. This research gives valuable for the English study 






b. Practical Benefits 
This writing would be evaluated for me as the researcher to 
enrich and and develop mylearning experiences in field of 
learning language research. 
 
D. Scope of Writing 
To avoid bias in this writing, the researcher wants to limit his study and he 
focusonly on the possessive pronouns in Tetun Terik language. 
 
E. Defenition of Terms 
In order to avoid misinterpretation by those who read this writing, in this 
section the researcher would like to define some term used. The terms are 
as follows. 
1.5 Possessive Pronoun 
Possessive pronoun is a part speech that attributes owneship to 
someone or something. Like all others pronuns, it subsitutes anoun phrase 
and can prevent its repetition. Possessive pronoun is aword that is used to 
show the possession. In the other word, possessive pronoun express that 
something belongs tosomeone (Izzan, 2006:21). 
Possessive pronouns have also the classification of a person, number 







2.5 Tetun Terik Language 
Tetun language is of the Austronesian of language, with major 
speakers in the territory of Timor. Tetun Terik is regarded the original 
form Tetun, which is called “Tetun Terik”. Spoken in Belu Regency and 
Malaka Regency of East Nusa Tenggara, this language used as a colloquial 
language, while for ather matters its main official use of Indonesian 
Language.Tetun Terik Language spoken in the South and southwestern 
coastal regions. Tetun-Belu, or the Belunese dialect is spoken in a central 
strip of the island of Timor and West Timor Sea, and is split between East 
Timor and West Timor from the Ombai Strait to the Timor Sea and East 
Timor, Where it is considered a regional language, with no official status 
in Indonesia, although it is used by the Diocese of Atambua in Roman 
Catholic rites. The Nana‟ek dialect is spoken in the village of Metinaro on 
the Coastal Road between Dili and Manatuto. Tetun-Belu and Tetun-Terik 
are not spoken outside their home and territories. Tetun-Prasa is the form 
of Tetun that is spoken throughout East Timor. Although Portuguese was 
the official language of Portuguese Timor until 1975, Tetun Prasa always 






F. Organization of Writing 
This writing consists of five chapters. In chapter one the researcher 
discusses about introduction; which consists of background, research 
problems, aims and benefits, scope of writing and organization of writing. 
In chapter two the researcher tells about review of related literature are 
taken from various sources.They are concept and theory and related 
research.In chapter three the researcher analyze research method that 
consits of research design, location and schedule, research instrument, 
datacolecting technique and data analysis technique. In chapter four 








REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
 
A. Concept and Theory 
The class of pronoun in english includes expression like she, he, it, us, 
they etc.In addition pronoun as the part speech use as the subtitute for 
attecendent noun that is clearly understood and it is limted to basic features 
such as number, gender and person. 
Certain pronoun called possessive pronoun show ownershp.Pronoun is 
word used in place or subtitute for a noun phrase.It stands for refers to a 
noun. (Webster,1978:32). Izzan defines that as aword that take of a noun. 
In other words pronoun is a word use in place of one more nouns. It may 
stand for a person, place, thing or idea. 
Grammatically,thereare 8 kinds of pronouns, Such as: personal 
pronoun, relative pronoun, interrogative pronoun, demonstrative pronoun, 
reciprocal pronoun, indefinte pronounand possesive pronoun. 
1. Personal Pronoun  
A personal pronoun is one of typically small and closed set of lexical 
items with the principal function of distinguishing individuals in terms of 
the deictic category of person but also expressing certain additional 
distinctions of number, animal, sex, gender or other categories. The 
English personal pronouns are I, WE, YOU, HE, SHE, IT and THEY”. 





independent word, word or bound i.e. Clitic or an affix in the predicate 
(Bhat 2004). 
1.1. Nominative Case 
Nominative case is called subjective case. It also commonly 
used if the personal pronouns act the subject of the sentences 
Nominative case consists of singular and plural form (Frank, 1972). 
Table 1.Nominative Case 

















We can see form the listed that second singular form is the 
same with second singular form. In he other words first and third 
person singular forms (I, He, She, It) are different with first and 
third plural form (we, they). 
For example: 
1. I play the game 
2. You buy a new book 
3. She studies a new book 





5. He writes a letter 
6. We visit amuseum 
7. It has long tail 
 
1.2. Objective Case 
Objective case is used as object of the sentence. The position 
of pronoun comes after the verb. 
Table 2.Objective Case 
 
              Singular Plural 
Me Us 
You You 




a. I loves her, she loves me 
b. You like them very much 
1. After to be: 
It‟s me that you need 
2. As indirect object of the verb 
a. Any sent a letter to him.      
b. Tina gives a pen to him. 
3. After Preposition 
a. He walks between you and me. 





2. Relative Pronoun 
Relative pronoun is which used to-connect to sentences as 
who,which,that,whom,whose (Nida, 1945:51). 
For example: 
1. The girl who plays in front of my house is very beautiful 
2. This is the fish which I fished last night 
3. This is the book that I bought last month 
4. He is a man whom Iknow you can trust 
 
3. Interrogative Pronoun 
Interrogative pronoun used to introduced question. It aslo has 
subjective, objective  and possessive case in sentences. Its person 
number determined by the contex of the sentences inwhich it occurs, 
(Izzan, 2006: 18). 
 
Tabel 2.3. Interrogative Pronoun 
Singular Case 
Person Who, what, which 
Non Person What, which 
Plural Case 
Person Whom, which 
Non Person What, which, whose 
 
For example: 
a. Who is the girl? 
b. Whith whom do you go to school ? 





d. What is she? 
e. Which is your car? 
 
4. Possessive Pronoun 
Possessive pronoun is a part speech that attributes owneship to 
someone or something. Like all others pronuns, it subsitutes anoun 
phrase and can prevent its repetition. Possessive pronoun is aword that 
is used to show the possession. In the other a word, possessive 
pronoun express that something belongs tosomeone. (Izzan, 2006:21). 
Possessive pronouns have also the classification of a person, number 
of a person, and gender. Possessive pronouns are used to replace 
possessive adjective. 
 
Table 4. As an Adjective and As an Pronoun 
















The position of possessive pronoun 
a. As the noun 
For example : 
a) This is my book. 
(Buku ne‟ehaunian). 
b) That is your book. 
(Buku ne‟e O nian) 
c) That is his pen. 
(Buku nia niakaan) 
d) That is her car. 
(Oto nia niakaan) 
e) That is our house 
(Uma nia aminian) 
 
b. As the pronoun  
If the to be separates the pronoun from its noun. 
For example : 
a. This book is mine 
b. That book is yours 
c. That pen is his 
Beside their function as adjective, the possessive pronouns also 
have different from in through personal pronoun in English they are: 






Example this book is mine. 
In this case the possessive form, “mine” states that the book 
belongs to me. 
The second singular person is “ yours” 
Example : That book is yours 
In this case the possessive pronoun your states that the book 
belongs to you. 
b. The third singular person is “his” and “hers”. 
For example:  
a. That pen is his 
b. That car is her 
In this case the possessive pronoun “his” and “hers” state that the 
pen and car belong to his and her. 
c. The possessve pronoun form in the first  plural person is “ours”. 
Example : That house is ours 
In this case possessive pronoun “ours” stated that house possessed 
by us. 
d. The possessive pronoun form of the second plural person is 
“yours” 
Example : That house is yours 
In this cae the possessive pronoun “yours” state that you have to 
that house 
e. The posessive pronoun form of the plural person is “theirs”. 





In this case the possesive pronoun “theirs”state that cat belongs to 
them. 
 
5. Possessive Adjective 
Possessive adjective are used to show ownership or possession. 
The possessive adjective are: 











That‟s my folder 
“My” is an adjective which shows That folder belongs to me  
Possessive adjectives used which parts of body. If we know parts of the 
body own to someone or identification. 
              For example: 
a. Show me your leg. Not (show me the leg). 







6. Possessive Case 
Possessive case refers to genitive case. Genitive case usually the form 
with to plus apostroph„s („s) is noun. 
a. In singular noun 
1. David‟s watch 
(David nia tuku). 
2. Okto‟s house. 
(Okto nia uma). 
3. My uncle‟s house 
(Hau om nia uma). 
b. In plural nouns 
1. Men‟s clothing. 
(Mane siakaan faru). 
2. Women‟s hats. 
(Feto siakaan topi). 
             
Possessive case of a language is a grammatical case used to indicate a 
relationship or possession. It is not the same with as the genitive case. The 
term of possessive case is often used to refer to “s”, which is suffixed onto 
many nouns in English to denote possession. 
                     Table 6. Nominative Case and Possessive Case 
Nominative Case Possessive case 
Child Child‟s of the child 
Woman Woman‟s of the woman 







a. I have the childs bag. 
b. This is woman‟s husband 
c. The car‟s wheels are off. 
 
B. Related Research 
            Some related research talking about the topic which is analyzed by 
researcher. They are as follow: The fist study by Eva Lestari and the title is 
Error Analysis in the Use Possessive Pronoun and Possessive Adjective in 
descriptive text. This study focused on error analysis in the use possessive 
pronoun and possessive adjective in descriptive text. The method of the study 
was descriptive research. The population of this study was grade students of 
SMP Negeri 3 Air Putih Batu Bara to 90 students and 30 students were chosen 
randomly as the sample. The instruments used for collecting data were 
completion test which consist of 40 questions.  
            The data were analyzed by identifying the types of errors, causes of 
errors and implication of error. The result of the analysis shows that: the errors 
analysis in the use of possessive pronoun and possessive adjective in 
descriptive text made by the eighth grade students of SMP Negeri 3 Air Putih 
were 734 (100%) occurrences of all errors. The types of error were error of 
omission (87/11,9%), error of addition (41 cases/5,6%), error of substitution 
(604cases/81,11%) and error of miss-ordering (2 cases/0,3%). The most 
dominant type of error by the students was error of substitution (604 





found in descriptive text by the eleventh grade students at SMP Negeri 3 Air 
Putih were Interlingua transfer caused of the interference of first language and 
intralingua transfer caused by false concept hypnotized. Keywords: Error 
Analysis, Possessive Pronoun, Possessive Adjective. 
            The second related research conducted by Daud Steven Lingga. The 
titles of this thesis a contrastive analyzed between English and Karonese 
possessive pronouns. The problem of the writing is the differences and 
similarities between these two languages which are belonged to different 
family languages. The scopes of writing are dealing with the possessive 
pronouns. This kind of research is qualitative of library and field research. The 
data deals with English were taken from written texts and the data for Karonese 
were taken from written texts and some addition were takes from some 
informants.  
            The interpretation of the data analyzed shows that there are more 
differences than similarities between these two languages possessive pronouns. 
English has seven forms of pronominal possessive adjective pronouns whereas 
Karonese has four forms. English has seven forms of absolute possessive 
pronouns whereas Karonese has two forms. The ways of using the possessive 
pronouns between these two different languages are quite different. English 
pronominal possessive pronouns used as like as adjective (before the noun) 
whereas Karonese used as like as suffixes, attached to the noun. The different 
and similarities between the first related research and the researcher as follow:  
            The researcher will analyze about “Possessive Pronoun in TetunTerik 





and Possessive Adjective in the Use of Descriptive Text. As we know that 
when we conducted the research, there are consists of Qualitative research and 
Quantitative research. In researcher related research using qualitative 
procedure to analyze the data. Meanwhile Eva Lestari related research use 
quantitative procedures. Even though both of them analyze about possessive 
pronoun, but they are using different method to analyze the data. 
            The similarities and the different between second related research the 
researcher analyze about “Possessive Pronoun in Tetun Terik Language and 
Daud Lingg conducted research about „A contrastive analysis between English 
and Karonese possessive pronouns”. In analyze the result the researcher use 










    This chapter several things related to the methodology of this research. It 
Comprise: 
A. Research design 
            This research is classified as a descriptive study since the 
researcher wants to describethe possessive pronouns in Tetun Terik 
Language. So, the method use in this researh is is descriptive method. 
 
B. Location and Schedule 
            The researcher conducted in Mandeu webora, Belu, Regency in 
East Nusa Tenggara. The data will be taken from taken native speakers of 
Tetun Terik Language who lives. In this area the schedule of this research 













 March April May June July August September 
Phase 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 
a. Choose Topic                             
b. Determine supervisors                             
c. Consult the title of 
proposal 
                            
d. Compile and consult the 
proposal 
                            
e. Carry out the proposal 
defend 
                            
f. Conducted research                             
g. Compile and consult the 
result of research in form 
a thesis 
                            
h. Carry out the thesis 
defend 
                            





Based on the time table above, the research starts conducting the 
research from March to September. Before collecting the data, the researcher 
does preliminary research to determine the proper topic. The proposes of 
making proposal at least, researcher conduct 2 months and conduct 
consultation for minimal 5 times before the proposal is defended according to 
guidebook that was issued by  CITRA BANGSA UNIVERSITY. After 
proposal defended and revision, with the permission of supervisor, the head of 
the study program and the parties concerned, the researcher will be conduct 
research as explained previously. Here, the researcher will take approximately 
1 month finishing the research. It starts from the collection of paperwork called 
thesis. It is declared as thesis unless it is tested by examiner and supervisor and 
through the final revision. 
 
C. Research Subject 
            In this case the researcher conducted the research in TetunTerik 
Language, but the research subject of this research is native speaker of Tetun 
Terik Language in Belu regency especially in Mandeu Village. 
 
D. Research Instrument 
In conducting the research the researcher used some instruments to get or 






Observation according to Sugiyono (2008:203), observation as a data 
collecting technique has specific characteristics with compare with other 
techniques, namely interviews and questionnaires with source directly, 
than observation is not limited to people, but also other natural objects. 
Data collecting technique with observations are used when research is 
concerned with human behavior, work processes, natural symptoms and if 
the respondents observed are not too large. The researchers observe their 
activity in their daily life and their conversation in Possessive Pronouns in 
Tetun Terik Language. Therefore the researcher will find out the 
Possessive Pronouns in Tetun terik Language and the sentences use in 
Tetun Terik Language. 
2. Interview 
            Interview is conversation where question asked and answers are 
given. In common parlance the word interview one-on-one. Conversations 
will be done among interviewer and respondents. In this case, the 
researcher will do the interview and the informants will be given some 
questions about the Possessive Pronouns and sentences in possessive 
pronoun use in Tetun Terik Language. 
3. Documentation 
             Documentation is very important to support a scientific work of 
each researcher, thus making the data more valid. In this research, 
researcher provided a source or documentation in book form Tetun Terik 






E. Data Collecting Technique 
         To collect data the researcher used procedures name Library Research.  
In this section, the researcher has read some books, dictionary, to 
obtainrelevants theories, opinions, or concepts for the purpose of this writing. 
1. Describing the data. 
In this papers use description procedures because the researcher 
conducted the research about Tetun Terik Language. In linguistics 
system that we have to conducts research about language it meant 
that we have described whole of data with sentences. 
a. The first the researcher observed the informants to collecting 
data when they are doing their activity. The researcher will 
participant in their activity to collecting the data. 
b. The second researcher interviewed the informants who will 
give the information and who will answer the result of research 
problems. 
c. The third researcher recorded the activity of researcher and 
informants when interview is underway. By taking photographs 
of participants, their homes, and even the insides of their 
cupboards and fridges. 
d. The researcher take documentation of conducted the research 





after which researcher began recording from the beginning of 
the interview until the end. 
2. Analysis and identify the data. 
Meanwhile the data analysis in this writing the researcher used the 
descriptive technique. The descriptive technique is analysis which 
is aimed to describe and identify the Possessive Pronoun found in 
Tetun Terik Language. 
 
F. Data Collecting Analysis 
In analysing the data, the researcher used the following procedures: 
1. Indentifying the sentences obtained from the informants. The sentence 
that obtained by informants is the researcher only concluded some 
sentences with relationship with possessive pronouns in Tetun Terik 
Language. 
2. Analysing the kind of possessive pronoun in Tetun Terik language. 
When the researcher starts to analyzing the kinds of possessive pronoun 
in Tetun Terik Language, the researcher starts to divide how many 
words found in Possessive pronoun in Tetun Terik Language. 
3. Analysing how the possessive pronoun are used in sentence. In this 
analyzing the researcher decided the sentences are possessive use in 








FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
 
In this chapter, the writer presents the data taken from the five informants 
obtained from the result of the instruments. This chapter consists of findings and 
discussions. The following is the discussion of each type of basic sentence patterns. 
A. Findins 
 In the data below the writer explained about parts of possessive pronoun that 
happened in Tetun Terik language. The data such as: Subject, Object and adjective 
that happened in Possessive Pronoun in Tetun Terik. 





























































































                Based on the data presented on the table above,we can see that subject and 
object in Tetun Terik Language have the same meaning but both of them have 
different functions. There are consists of “Hau, O, Nia, Ita/Ami and sia” using for 
subject and object. While those in Possessive Pronouns InTetunTerik Language 
involved by “Ha‟ukaan, Okaan, Niakaan, Amikaan, siakaan”. All of them are 
Possessive Pronouns In Tetun Terik Language. The Suffixes Kaan that show in 
Possessive pronouns has the same meaning when we make a sentence. 
Based on the example below the sentence constructions of possessive adjective such 
as: 
 
 1  a. Ha‟u nia           Buku 
        I POSS. SG     Book 





b. O nia                kamar 
        2 POSS. SG     Bedroom 
„This room „bed         „Your bedroom‟ 
c. Ami nia karau 
         1 POSS. PL      Buffalo 
         „Our buffalo‟ 
           From the data presented in the 2a-c above, we can see that in Tetun Terik 
Language, possessive adjective as noun is different from those in English, especially 
in the process in formulating the nominal sentences due the absence of to be (am, is, 
are). 
            Subject and object pronoun in Tetun Terik Language. From the example 
presented above,it shows the possessive adjective using in sentence constructions in 
Tetun Terik Language. Ha‟u Nia has a function as a possessive adjective. Ne‟e is has 
a function as a determiner means „this‟ in English. 
          Based on the table 4.1, the researcher shows the possessive pronoun in Tetun 
Terik Language and sentence constructions involved by: “ha‟ukaan, okaan, amikaan, 
niakaan, siakaan” as the pronoun. So from the example above that in Tetun Terik 
Language “hau, o, ami, ita, emi nia, sia nia” express the personal pronoun. In 
addition “buku ne‟e ha‟ukaan,„this book is mine‟ “Hudi ne‟e okaan, „that banana is 










2a. Ha‟ukaan     ama 
     „1- POSS.SG   father‟ 
      „My father‟ 
 b. Okaan           ama 
    „2-POSS.SG    father‟ 
    „Your father‟ 
            c. Amikaan ama 
               „1-POSS. PL father‟ 
                 Our father 
            d. Niakaan        ama 
             „3.POSS.SG  father‟ 
„             His/her father‟ 
 
The example2.a-d above indicated that: ha‟ukaan, okaan, amikaan, function as 
a possessive showing that „Ama‟ „father‟ belong to me, you, us, you him or her and 
them.The function of this pattern is always used to indicate the possessive pronouns 






        3.a Buku    ne‟e        ha‟ukaan 
  Book    DEM   1-POSS.SG 
  „This book is mine‟ 
          b.   Oto      nia        amikaan 
    Car      DEM   1-POSS.PL 
   „That car is ours‟ 
         c.   Uma       ne‟e       siakaan 
   House    DEM     3-POSS.PL 
   „This house is theirs‟ 
 
d. Bolas    ne‟e        niakaan 
    Belt      DEM     3.POSS-SG 
   „This belt is hers‟ 
 
 From example above, the writer found out that TetunTerik Language has the 
possessive pronouns such as; ha‟ukaaan, okaan, amikaan, itakaan, niakaan, emikaan, 
niakaan in singular form. The possessive pronoun which has the same subject forms 
are „nia‟ is used for his or her. Sometimes nia used to express as a word „have‟ and as 
a determiner.  Nia in English is „his‟ or „her‟.The example above, at list that in Tetun 





form.The function of these pattern in used to express the possessive pronouns if the to 
be separates the pronoun from its noun. 
           In this pattern below present possessive adjective and possessive pronoun in 
sentence constructions in Tetun Terik language,They are as follows : 
4 a. O nia           kuda   no       ha‟u kaan                  kole   hotu 
2-POSS.SG horse CNJT  1-POSS. SG               tired 
„Your horse and mine are both tired‟ 
 
b. Ha‟u nia       aifunan        no       okaan            kabas hotu 
1.POSS. SG  flower     CNJT 2-POSS.SG       beautiful 
„My flowers and yours are beautiful‟ 
 
c. Ami niauma no siakaanbot hotu 
1.POSS.SG house CNJT 3.POSS.PL big 
     Our house and theirs are big‟ 
 
d. Ha‟u nia fuk No niakaan naruk hotu 
     POSS.SGhair CNJT 3-POSS.SG long 
     „My hair and and hers are long‟ 
 





     1.POSS.SG banana CNJT 3.POSS.SG  fertile 
     „My bananas and his are fertile‟ 
 
In this pattern, those example above show that here are the Possessive Pronouns 
in in Tetun Terik Language such as: Haukaan, Okaan, Amikaan, Emikaan, siakaan, 
Niakaan‟. The possessive pronouns in TetunTerik language we can found the 
sentence constructions between possessive adjective and possessive pronouns based 
on the example above to showed those pattern in TetunTerik language. From the 
example 4a O nia means „Your‟is to express possessive adjective as a second person 
singular in Tetun Terik language and Okaan means „yours‟ is to express possessive 
pronouns in Tetun Terik as a second person plural.No is to show the conjunction in 
Tetun Terik Language. Kole hotu means „tired‟ 
B. DISCUSSIONS 
                In this case below the writer clarifies about Pronouns in Tetun Terik based 
on the data presented in the table 4.1 above. 
1. The kinds of possessive pronouns in Tetun Terik language 
             Subject pronouns that show in table 4.1 pronoun in Tetun Terik 
Language involved by Ha‟u „I‟ as a first Person singular, O „You‟ as a second 
person singular, Nia „She  or He‟ as a person third singular, Ami or Ita „Us‟ as a 
first person plural, Emi „You‟ as a second person plural, Sia „They‟ as a third 





person singular, when want to spell pronoun „It‟ we have to spell its name self, 
because the function of pronoun „It‟ is a pronoun express to a thing or animal. 
The data presented from the table 4.1 pronoun in TetunTerik Language such as: 
Ha‟u „Me‟ as an first person singular, O „Your‟ as an second person singular, 
Nia „Him or Her‟ as an third person singular, Ita or Ami „Us‟ as a first person 
singular, Emi „Your‟ as an second person plural, Sia„Them‟ as an 2
nd
person 
plural. In Tetun Terik pronoun have similar subject and object like the the data 
taken above. 
         Possessive adjective in Tetun Pronoun presented in the table 4.1 involved 
Ha‟u Nia „My‟ as an 1
st
 person singular, O nia „Your‟ as a 2
nd
 person singular, 
Niakaan„ Him or Her‟ as an third person singular, ItaNia „Our‟ as an 1
st
 person 
plural, Emi nia „Your‟ as an 2
nd
 person plural, Sia Nia „Their‟ as an 3
rd
 person 
plural. In the data presented above, possessive Nian adjective in Tetun Terik 
Language similar with subject and object pronoun in Tetun Terik 
              From the data show in the table 4.1as a possessive pronoun in Tetun 
Terik such as: Ha‟ukaan „Mine‟ as a 1
st
 person singular, Okaan „Yours‟, as a 2
nd
 
person singular, Niakaan „His/Hers‟ as a 3
rd
 person singular, Amikaan „Ours‟ as 
a 1
st
 person plural, Emikaan „Yours‟ as a 2
nd
 person plural, Siakaan as a 3
rd
 
person plural. In possessive pronoun in Tetun Terik Kaan add after the subject 
will combine becomes possessive pronoun. Possessive in Tetun Terik have 
different suffix like Kaan. So Point of this one is subject, object, Possessive 
adjective in Tetun Terik have the same pronoun. Thedifference is the end 





2. Sentence constructions of Possessive Pronoun in Tetun Terik as a First   
Person Pronoun. 
                     In this case the researcher l discussed about sentence constructions of 
possessive pronouns as a first person singular and as a first person plural. In 
sentence constructions as a first person singular such as: „Ha‟ukaan‟ means 
means „mine‟ while as a first person plural involved by „Itakaan‟ means „ours‟. 
                         a. As aFirst Person Singular 
                        Based on the table 4.1, sentence construction of possessive pronouns 
in Tetun Terik language as a person singular. In this case the researcher will 
discuss possessive pronoun in Tetun Terik that express as a possessive 
pronoun. Therefore, in TetunTerik has onepossessive pronouns as a first 
person singular but both them have similar meaning such as: Ha‟ukaan 
means „mine‟ 
 Example: 
               1a. Ha‟u  moras 
1
.
SG  ADJ 
„I am sick‟ 
                b. Ha‟u nian  ina 
                  1
.
SG           mother 
                 „My mother‟ 
              c.   Ha‟ukaan buku 
                      1-SG          Buku 





            From the example (1a) above presented the subject pronoun in Tetun 
Terik as a first person singular. The subject pronoun is ha‟u means „I‟. The 
example of (1b) aboveto show the possessive adjective in Tetun Terik as a first 
person singular.The possessive adjective of that sentence construction is ha‟u 
nia means ‟My‟. Ha‟u nia is expressing possessive adjective in TetunTerik 
language. The example of (1c) above to express the sentence constructions in 
Tetun Terik as a first person singular.The possessive pronoun of that sentence is 
Ha‟ukaan. 
b. As a First Persons Plural 
                The constructions sentence of possessive pronoun in Tetun Terik as a 
first person singular „Itakaan means „Ours‟. Based on the table 4.1 Itakaan 
means „Ours‟ to express as a possessive pronoun in Tetun Terik. 
 
Example: 
2a. Ita        no          buku 
 1
_
PL      V          Book 
 „I have a book‟ 
           b. Ita nia           buku 
              1
_
PL              Buku 
                   „This is our book‟ 
               c. Buku      ne‟e    itakaan 





  „This book is ours‟ 
              Base on the example (2a)above to express the subject pronouns as a first 
person plural in Tetun Terik pronoun. While the second example (2b) to express 
the possessive adjective in Tetun Terik language as a first person plural. The third 
example when we use itakaan means „ours‟ we have to replace it in the first of 
sentence and there were expressing possessive pronoun as 1
-
PL in Tetun Terik. 
2. Sentence constructions of possessive pronoun in TetunTerik as a Second   
Person Pronoun. 
                           From the sentence construction of possessive pronoun in Tetun Terik as a 
second person pronoun have two parts there are as a second person singular and as 
asecond person plural in Tetun Terik. Sentence construction as second person 
plural involved by Okaan means „Yours‟. While as a second person plural such as: 
Emikaan means „Yours‟. 
 
                         a. As a Second Person Singular 
            From the data presented in table of 4.1 Okaan means „Yours‟ to express 
possessive pronoun in Tetun Terik as a second person plural. In Tetun Terik 










 2-SGV    House 
„You have a house‟ 
 b. O nia     Uma 
 2-SG   House 
 „Your house‟ 
              c. Okaan uma 
 2-SG    House 
 „This house is yours‟ 
        From the example 3a above presented sentence construction in subject 
pronoun in Tetun Terik language. The pronoun is O means „You‟In the 
example 3b presented the possessive adjective in Tetun Terik as a second 
person singular. The possessive adjective is O nia means „Your‟ Based on the 
example 3c show the sentence construction of possessive pronouns as a second 
person singular meaning to present possessive pronoun as 2
nd
 person singular in 
Tetun Terik. The possessive pronoun Okaan means „Yours‟ 
b. As a Second Person Plural 
Base on the data presented in table 4.1 Emikaan presented in TetunTerik as a 












PL   V      Buku 
              „You have a book‟ 
b. .Emi niabuku 
  2
_
PL    Buku 
„This your book‟ 
c. Buku ne‟e emikaan 
 Buku      DEM   2
_
PL 
„This book is yours‟ 
            Buku is one of a noun that presented in a first sentence and in Tetun 
Terik language did not have special word to show a noun.Ne‟e is show as a 
determiner in Tetun Terik Language. Emikaan show the possessive pronoun in 
Tetun Terik language. While the second example to show also as a constructive 
sentence of possessive pronoun as a second person plural. Emikaan is presented 
as a second person singular in Tetun Terik language. Emi means „you‟ subject 
pronoun in Tetun Terik as a second person plural. 
3. Sentence Constructions of Possessive Pronoun in Tetun Terik as a Third  
Pronouns 
                                  In this case the researcher observed the sentence constructions in Tetun 
Terik as a third person pronoun involved by Third person singular and as a third 
person plural. Sentence constructions of possessive pronoun in Tetun Terik as a 
Third person singular involved by Niakaan means „His or Hers‟. Therefore the 





pronoun above. The researcher will make it more valid the writer made the 
sentence by using subject pronoun, possessive adjective and possessive pronoun. 
While the sentence construction as a third person plural involved by Siakaan 
means „theirs‟. In this case the researcher l made sentence depend on possessive 
pronoun above and the researcher will make sentence construction as a subject 
pronoun, possessive adjective and possessive pronoun. 
     a. As a Third Person Singular 
    From the collecting data present in table of 4.1 Niakaan means „His/her‟ 
to express as a possessive pronoun as a third person singular. 
                          Example:  
5 a. Nia  no buku 
       3
.
SG     V    Buku 
       „This is her book‟ 
b. Buku ne‟e niakaan 
                    Buku DEM        3
_
SG 
                   „This book is hers‟ 
                  In this case that presented in example above Niakaan to express 
possessive pronoun in Tetun Terik as a third person plural. While buku is to 
express as a noun in Teteun Terik and nia means „he/she‟ to express the 
subject pronoun in Tetun Terik as a third person singular. In TetunTerik 
pronouns did not have pronouns „IT‟ so when we make a sentence 
construction especially for athing or animal we have to spell its self name 





        b. As a Third Person Plural 
          Based on the data presented in table 4.1 Siakaan to express the possessive 
pronouns in Tetun Terik as a third person plural. 
         Example: 
                      6 a. Sia      no   buku 
     3
.
PL  V    Buku 
     „They have a book‟ 
  b. Siakaan     buku 
                    3-PL         buku 
„                   This book is theirs‟ 
c. Sia nia buku 
 3
.
PL     Buku 
    „Their book‟ 
                        Based on the example presented above siakaan to express possessive 
pronoun in TetunTerik as a third person plural and we have to replace siakaan 
in the first of sentence. In the other hand siakaan do not need determine. The 
subject pronouns in example 6a issia means „they‟ and the possessive adjective 
is sia nia means „their‟ to express the possessive adjective in Tetun Terik as a 









CONCLUSSION AND SUGGESTION 
 
            This chapter presents the conclusion of the present study and offers 
suggestion for further research. The conclusion is summed on this chapter based on 
the data findings and the discussion in the previous chapter. 
A. Conclusions 
 1. Possessive Pronouns in Tetun Terik Language. 
As explained previously, this study described the possessive pronouns in 
Tetun Terik language especially in Mandeu Raimanus dialect. This study also 
explains sentence construction use in Tetun Terik Language. Based on the 
finding and discussion in the previous chapter, the researcher found the 
pronoun in Tetun Terik Language which are subject pronoun, object pronoun, 
possessive adjective and possessive pronoun. The possessive pronoun in Tetun 
Terik Language has the same subject with some of them but the dominant of 
possessive pronoun is the end of subject pronoun we have to add kaan in the 
subject pronoun. 
                 Dealing with the data, the researcher found the possessive pronoun in 
Tetun Terik Language involved by Ha‟ukaan, okaan, itakaan, emikaan, 
niakaan, siakaan. Ha‟ukaan means „mine‟ to present the possessive pronoun in 
Tetun Terik Language as a first person singular. Okaan means „yours‟ to 
express the possessive pronoun in Tetun Terik as a second person singular. 





person plural. Niakaan means „his/hers‟ to express the possessive pronoun as a 
third person singular. Emikaan means „yours‟ to express the possessive pronoun 
in Tetun Terik as a second person plural. Siakaan means „theirs‟ to express the 
possessive pronoun in Tetun Terik as a third person plural. 
    2. Sentence Construction in TetunTerik Language 
    Sentence Construction in Tetun Terik language can be formed into several ways 
by using:  
         a.  As a first Person Singular and First Person Plural 
                          First singular person consists of Haukaan means „Mine‟ to express 
as first person singular in Tetun Terik language for example Haukaan ama 
means „My father‟ and as a first person plural concluded by Itakaan means 
„Ours‟ to show possessive pronoun in TetunTerik language as a first person 
plural, for example Buku nia itakaan „That book book is ours. 
     b. As a Second Person Singular and As a Second Person Plural  
                     From the data presented in table of 4.1 Okaan means „Yours‟ to 
express possessive pronoun in Tetun Terik as a second person plural for. In 
Tetun Terik language have one possessive to show the possessive pronoun 
as a second person singular. 
    c.  As a Third Person Singular and Third Person Plural 
                     From the collecting data present in table of 4.1 Niakaan means 
„His/her‟ to express as a possessive pronoun as a third person 
singular.Based on the data presented in table 4.1 Siakaan to express the 





                 In regards to the second research questions, sentence 
construction of possessive pronoun in Tetun Terik Language especially in 
Mandeu Raimanus dialect. In sentence structures especially in Tetun Terik 
language do not have valid structure because the subject can change in the 
first sentence at the end of the sentence. The example presented Ha‟u nia 
buku means „my book‟, Buku ne‟e Haukaan means „that book is mine‟. 
Possessive pronouns in Tetun Terik are not have pronoun „it‟ so when we 
make sentence construction in Tetun Terik for a thing and animal we have 
to mention its name directly 
 
B. Suggestions 
Based on the result study of study, the writer puts some suggestion to the 
following parties. 
1. Tetun Native Speaker 
             Mother tongue is an invaluable cultural wealth because a person a 
certain group can be known through their language. The local language 
identity the community. Therefore, in this case, the writer focused on  giving 
suggestions for the Tetun native speaker to maintain the local language even 
though the language will continue to change over time. From the writer 
experience,all though this research in conducted in a village where the daily 
local people should uselocal language. The writer would like to be proud to 







2. Belu Government 
            Belu Government must give more motivation to students in Belu, for 
example by carrying out arts and language activities and involving local 
languages within so that the younger generation does not forget their native 
language. 
3. Other Researchers 
              There are many aspects which can be analyzed about Possessive 
Pronouns in Tetun Terik Language.  Finally, other researchers can analyze 
other possessive in Tetun Terik Language and result of this study may be used 
as early information to conduct further researches. 
            At the end of this part, the writer realizes that this research is still far 
from perfection.Therefore, research her also expect suggestions from various 
parties, especially from the lecturers as researcher‟s learning and improvement 
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POSSESSIVE PRONOUNS IN TETUN TERIK LANGUAGE 
APPENDIX 1: Biography of Tetun Terik Language 
Name :Ferdinandus Bauk 
Sex :Male 
Place/ Date of Birth :12/16/1978 
Age : 41th 
Address : Mandeu webora, Desa. Mandeu Raimanus, 
Kec.Raimanuk, Kab. Belu. 
Educational Background : SMA 
APPENDIX 2 Observation Sheet of Field Research 
II. Translate the sentences in Tetun Terik Language (terjemahkanlah kalimat-kalimat 
berikut ke dalamTetunTerik Language). 
                          Table I (Pattern I: As the noun) 
ENGLISH INDONESIAN TETUN TERIK 
LANGUAGE 
1. This is my book 
2. This is your room 
3. This is its tail 
4. That is our cow 
5. That is their house 
Ini buku saya 
Ini kamar kamu 
Iniekornya 
Itu sapi kami 
Itu rumah mereka 
 
Ne‟e haukaan buku 
Ne‟e niakaan ke‟an 
Ne‟e niakaan ikun 
Nia amikaan karau 
Nia siakaan uma 
 
Table II (Pattern II) if the to be separates the pronoun from its noun. 






1. This book is mine 
2. That cars is ours 
3. That house is theirs 
4. This belts is her 
5. This dogs is yours 
Buku ini milik saya 
Mobil itu milik kami 
Rumah ini milik mereka 
Ikat pinggang ini miliknya 
Anjing-anjing ini milik 
kamu 
Buku ne‟e haukaan 
Oto ne‟e o niakaan 
Uma ne‟e niakaan 
Bolas nia amikaan 
Asu-asu nia siakaan 
 
Table III (Pattern III: If its noun can be understood) 
ENGLISH INDONESIAN TETUN TERIK 
LANGUAGE 
1. Yours horse and mine 
are tired 
2. My flowers and yours 
are beautiful 
3. Our house and your 
house are big 
4. My hair and hers are 
long 
5. My bananas and his 
are fertile 
 










Haukaan kuda no o kaan 
kuda haentebes 
Haukaan aifunan no 
okaan aifunan kabas 
Haukaan uma no okaan 
uma bot 
Haukaan fuk no niakaan 
naruk 







Table IV (Pattern IV: if the pronoun Precededby“of”) 
ENGLISH INDONESIA TETUN TERIK 
LANGUAGE 
1. That horse of mine is 
tired 
2. Those flowers of 
yours is beautiful 
3. That house of hers is 
big 
4. Land of ours is fertile 
5. That rooms of theirs 
is big 
 
Kuda miliku itu letih 
Bunga-bunga milikmu itu indah 
Rumah miliknya besar 
Tanah milik kami subur 
Kamar milik kami besar 
Hauniankudahaen los 
O nian aifunan-aifunan 
kabas los 
Nia niakaan uma bot 
Ami nian rai ne subur 















APPENDIX  III INTERVIEW SHEET 
    THE POSSESSIVE PRONOUNS IN TETUN TERIK LANGUAGE 
   1. What are the kinds of possessive pronoun in Tetun Terik Language 
   2. How are the sentences used in possessive pronoun in Tetun Terik Language 
3. How are possessive pronouns replace Personal pronoun. 
 
 Question/ Answer 
Interviewer :What are the kinds of possessive pronouns in Tetun Terik Language? 
Informants : Yeah of course, you know that in Possessive pronoun n in Tetun 
Terik 
Language has as well as like in English and Indonesia. 
Interviewer : What is like possessive pronouns occur in Tetun Terik Language? 
Informants   :Haunian/ Haukaan is has the same meaning in possessive pronoun in 
Tetun 
Terik Language. For example: Haukaan buku. 
Interviewer:    How about the other pronouns, I mean like yours, ours, theirs, his, hers 
and its. 
Informants:   I said before all of them have possessive pronouns in Tetun Terik 
language such as: Yours = Okaan or O nian, Ours= Amikaan or Ami 
nian, Theirs= Siakaan, His/Hers= Niakaan or Nianian but in Tetun 
Terik Language. 
Interviewer  : In your explained before its does not has its. In this case I mean it is 
use for animal or thing. 
Informants   : In Tetun Terik language we just directly mention thing or the animal 
names. For example: Asu ne‟e o nian, Uma nia haunian, Asu nia 
siakaan. 
Interviewer  : How are we used sentence of possessive pronoun in Tetun Terik 
Language? 
Informants : ok. I will use the possessive pronoun in Tetun Terik Language above 
in sentence. For example haukaan buku, O, Ami nianUma, Ne‟e 
niakaan oto, Topi nia amikaan. 
Interviewe   : I got it what you mean and the next question is how are possessive 





Informants :  of course, both of them we can replace such as an adjective: My, Your, 
Our, Their, His/Hers and It. While as an pronoun such as: Mine, 
Yours, Ours, Theirs, His or Her and Its. 
Interviewer :   How we can make it in sentences as an adjective? 
Informants :  Ok, Let‟s start to replace it. As an adjective Concluded by This is my 
book (ne‟e hau nian buku), That is your Pen(nia o nian bolpoin), while 
as an pronoun such as: This book is mine (buku ne‟e haukaan) That 
house is yours (uma nia okaan). 
Interviewer :   Ok, thank you for your time see you next time. 
























Picture 1. Researcher standing as a participant-observer and conducting semi-
structure interview 
 
Picture 2. After observer participant take a picture of informants 
 
 
